
SECUREBRIDGE FOR PUBLIC SAFETY
Secure messaging for law enforcement agencies using personal communication devices

SEND SECURE MESSAGES FROM PERSONAL
COMMUNICATION DEVICES
Law enforcement organizations deal with sensitive 
information every day. In certain situations, radio 
communications can be overheard and may reveal 
valuable information, or unsecured text messages 
could be intercepted or forwarded. Whether it’s 
information about crimes, potential suspects, 
inadvertent or intentional release of this information 
could threaten the safety of law enforcement 
officers and the general public. For these reasons 
its critical to provide secure communications for law 
enforcement.

SecureBridge is a messaging app, designed to 
support Law enforcement agencies, to keep 
communications between officers and the command 
center secure.  It’s easy to use, works across multiple
platforms, including iOS and Android, and operates 
on a cloud-based model, which allows for local or 
cross-state communication.

KEY BENEFITS
+  Communicate securely via triple encrypted
+  technology

+  Turn communication devices into powerful
+  secured tools

+  Limit vulnerabilities if a device is compromised, all
+  sensitive data can be wiped remotely

+  Lower IT costs as app works across multiple
+  platforms

+  Simple as making a phone call or sending a text

VISIT   WWW.EVERBRIDGE.COM 
CALL   +1-818-230-9700 
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KEY FUNCTIONALITY

SECURE EXCHANGE OF WORDS, 
DATA OR GRAPHICS

+  Allows you to share nonpublic and other sensitive
+  text, data or graphics with officers or the command
+  center

DON’T WANT TO TYPE?  TRY OUR VOICE 
RECORDER!

+  All you need to do is hold down the button, speak
+  and recipients will hear you on the other end - it’s
+  that easy. The voice recorder feature is even faster
+  than texting, and if someone needs to refer back
+  to your voice message, they can play it over and over
+  again.

CONFIRM MESSAGE RECEIPT

+  Know when officers or the command center has
+  read - or received - your message.  You will also be
+  able to see when someone’s in the middle of a reply,
+  optimizing communication flow.

TEXT ONE OR TEXT ALL

+  Send messages to one party or an entire
+  department at once along with images, graphics and
+  videos.  When someone replies, everyone sees it.

SECUREBRIDGE

About Everbridge

Everbridge is a leading unified critical communications platform trusted by corporations and communities of all sizes that need to reach the right people for immediate action, 
collaboration, and decision-making. Connecting millions of people and internet-connected devices, the company provides reassurance that secure, compliant messages are 
delivered, locally and globally, received and responded to, no matter the recipient’s location. Everbridge is based in Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Beijing and London.

VISIT   WWW.EVERBRIDGE.COM 
CALL   +1-818-230-9700 

For a full product description, along with best practices and product details please see the Everbridge User Guide and Everbridge University.
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